
The Writing Instructor’s Approach to 
Grading 

Sometimes students will ask me what they did that caused me to “dock” their grade.  Sometimes they 

wonder what mistake was made that caused their grade to be “lowered,” or “points to be deducted.”   It 

is as if students assume their grade starts at an A and my grading is an effort in looking for errors and 

slashing the grade accordingly.  Maybe they think this because this is the way tests and quizzes are often 

scored in their other classes.  

Writing and communication projects work a little differently.  Here, you work your way up to a grade.   

Writing and communication projects are dynamic reactions and responses to rhetorical situations.  Since 

rhetorical situations are always changing, your communication choices in response to those situations 

will always be evolving and changing.   Writing and communication courses will measure how well you 

can read, react, and adapt to given rhetorical situations.    

This is why simply following an assignment’s description, even thoroughly and completely, will earn you 

a C, or satisfactory, score.   If I “begin” anywhere, it is there.  Then I look to see what sort of trye 

understanding and finesse is exhibited that demonstrates very good or even excellent work.    

Can we make mistakes?  Yes.  There are many ways to miss the mark, including sentence level errors, 

unclear or vague language, poor organization, inaccessible design, poor attention to detail and many 

more.   All these components are listed in your course.  

Bottom line: grading a document (report, memo, email, etc.) requires a much more holistic approach 

than grading an exam or test, where a question often has a right answer and a wrong answer, and a 

teacher can subtract a certain number of points for a question the student missed. I look at your 

communication projects as a whole, considering the many tasks you were asked to perform.  


